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be made to take the place of a paddle- 

wheel, and if the screw is to be fixed 

behind, as in No. 3, tell us what you will 

do with the rudder?” 
“Ah! that is somewhat of a poser,” we 

fancy we hear him replying, and looking 

grave as he does so, and scratching his ear. 

“ But,” continues he, after a pause, “I hope 

to be able to make the length of that screw 

so short that it shall be far less inconvenient 

than we have it now in No. 3. Perhaps I 

shall be able to shorten it enough to admit 

of its fitting in between the dead-wood, or 

after-run of a vessel, and the rudder.” 

“Then, in diminishing the length of the 

screw, you diminish its propulsive force ?” 

“ Of course I do.” 

“ And you diminish the propulsive force 

proportionately to the length of screw re- 

moved ?” 
“ Well, that remains to be proved.” 

But the curious thing was this. Turn 

after turn the inventor curtailed the lengths 

of his screw-propellers, and then setting his 

models in action, he discovered that their 

velocity was not impeded. Piece by piece, 

turn by turn, off came portions of the 

screw-models, until at length the furthest 

limits of concession were thought to have 

been attained, when the screw was reduced 

to a helix of two turns. A model boat, 

supplied with a propeller of the kind in 

question, was sent for a trial voyage of 

scientific discovery on the storm-untroubled 

bosom of—wof the Pacific Ocean—but the 

Paddington Canal. Bravely she sped her 

way, not, we are constrained to say, bid- 

ding defiance to the perils of waves and 

_ and tide, for the most gigantesque tempest- 

billow of the Paddington Canal is unim- 

portant, and the tides of that brown watery 

expanse, we need not explain to our intelli- 

gent readers, are zero or nil. 

Along the tranquil surface of the Pad- 

dington Canal sped the two-twist screw- 

propelled model, when all at once her keel 

—(no, she had no keel)—her inferior as- 

pect, then, grated against something hard. 

Her crew start with affright, shipwreck is 
imminent, and, though no breakers are   

ahead, and no tempest rages above, and no 

desolate shores and cannibal savages are to 

be apprehended, nevertheless a ducking is 

more than probable, which, even in the 

Paddington Canal, is no pleasant thing. 

Hurrah! the boat is saved, the shoals 

are passed. The gallant timbers have been 

equal to the shock. On she goes again! 

Goes! ay, how she goes !—faster, much 

faster, than before, and that we all know is 

a most unusual consequence of striking 

against a rock. 
Presently, on reaching the end of its 

voyage, the stern of the model boat was 
bodily raised out of the water, when the 

curious fact was revealed that one helical 

turn of the screw-propeller had been broken 

off by the accident, and only one remained. 

Nevertheless, the model boat had sailed all 

the better for the amputation. We have no 

intention at the present time of entering 

upon the why and wherefore of the case ; 

but the fact was exactly as we have an- 

nounced—the model boat sped her way 

through the water more rapidly after the loss 

of one turn of the screw, the turns of which 

were only two. Henceforth the problem 

of attaching a propulsive screw conve- 

niently to a vessel, was solved. Henceforth 

the screw would fit into the merest slit, and 

there was space quite large enough for it 

between the after-run of a vessel and the 

rudder. Such is the position in which we 

now find it. 
The inventor began now to fly at higher 

game. No longer content with trying his 

experiments by small models on the Thames 

and Paddington Canal, he caused a ship to 
be built—the little Archimedes—and at- 

tached to her a one-turn screw. She was 

sent to sea, and answered admirably. Thus 

the problem was finally solved, and an ac- 

cident, to use the common term (for, in 

reality, nothing is accidental), had a large 

share in its solution. Let us now reflect 

ona few of the advantages possessed by 

the screw-propeller over the ordinary pad- 

dle-wheels, and more especially in relation 

to ships of war. 

When first steaiu locomotion was applied


